
I face the dilemma. What should I choose ?
Posted by kanglando - 2018/02/06 06:17
_____________________________________

Right now, I face the dilemma. 

Right now, I know quiz of LearnPress can insert image into the answer text ,but via just only  tag , not "select image"
button .

     http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/15_135216.png 

This problem that I and other authors can't directly preview image and change image,  it's really no effective. Iâ€™m back to
command time, not GUI. I have prepared 30,000+ question quizzes for learning language, imagine that just use insert
command html tag for adding image , thatâ€™s so crazy !!! do you agree that ? itâ€™s so crazy .

If select image button , itâ€™ll save much more time, and comfortable, easy, directly viewable, right ?

I have to open 2 tab in browser for get image url and copy / paste , that's so 
complicated. 

ARI Steam Quiz is so easy to add question and quiz in one page, but quiz for LearnPress is one page one quiz , add all
quiz in the Question page , also this complicated than ARI Steam Quiz.

The Quiz of LearnPress doesn't support insert shortcode in Question and answer and description .

I know ARI Steam Quiz does support shortcode yet. That's so easy, powerful.

If I choose ARI Steam Quiz embed for LearnPress Lesson , the statistics of quiz don't contain in LearnPress .

like this: http://docs.thimpress.com/learnpress/ Statistic tab

  

If I choose Quiz of LearnPress, that's so complicated to do it , it spends a lot time. and can't use mp3-jplayer shortcode in
question , bcz it has a bug , can't load audio src ,but use  shortcode worked. I don't know why. but it works fine in the ARI
Steam Quiz .


I try to think 2 solutions:

1. I have already email to learnpress for suggest adding select image and add shortcode function for quiz plugin. But I'm
not sure that they're whether adding or not. https://thimpress.com/forums/topic/i-face-the-dilemma-what-should-i-choose/

If they add it in the further , maybe I'll do not use ARI Steam Quiz , bcz I need their statistics. and other quiz types which
ARI Steam Quiz don't have .

2.If they don't add that function , I strongly recommend ARI Steam Quiz to connect with LearnPress. It's possible for this I
think.

There's a "Quiz connector for LearnPress" :

This connector will allow you to use more powerful third-party quiz plugins for your LearnPress based LMS. Obtain and
install some of the supported plugins and enjoy the experience:

Integrate With Quiz Plugin:
 Don't integrate (use the built-in quiz plugin)
 Integrate with Watu
 Integrate with WatuPRO
 Integrate with Chained Quiz

http://blog.calendarscripts.info/quizzes-for-learnpress

If you and they make a connector , I think you can create more powerful quiz for LearnPress , something like more quiz
types, functions and they'll don't need to dev quiz function again. At that time you also can sell plugins standalone ,right ?

The first option is that I'm waiting LearnPress add select image button and support shortcode ,but I'm not sure they're
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implement .

The 2nd option is that you'll try to contact with LearnPress for make a quiz connect .

What's the benefit for ARI Steam Quiz ?

Frankly speaking , Imagine that It'll increase amount of users of ARI Steam Quiz from thousands LearnPress users. It's
possible to happen , right ? 

Which option is simple ?

Can you please try to contact LearnPress for make a quiz connect ?

============================================================================

Re:I face the dilemma. What should I choose ?
Posted by admin - 2018/02/07 05:41
_____________________________________

Hello,

Thank you for your suggestion. We will add integration with LearnPress to our TODO list, but currently we are focused on
releasing "ARI Stream Quiz" v. 2.0.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:I face the dilemma. What should I choose ?
Posted by kanglando - 2018/02/07 06:03
_____________________________________

Hello,

Wow! That's a really big great news for me !!!

Extremely thankful !!

Recently, you can't imagine that I have spent 7 days that nothing else to do , just for finding Quiz Plugins, finding a
solution for image choice quiz, request a solution from you and LearnPress.

emmmm ~~~ That's so darkness 7 days !!!

Today, finally I can breathe fresh air. 

I did a successful matchmaker :)

I'm continuing to use ARI Steam Quiz and waiting for v2.0 and that an integration day.

Very thankful again !!!

Best ARI Steam Quiz.

============================================================================
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